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When a liquid drop is gently deposited on a wetting solid surface, it spreads due to capillary forces5

until it reaches a thermodynamical equilibrium set by the relative surface energies of the system.6

We investigate here experimentally the spreading ability of drops made of yield stress fluids, which7

flow only if the applied stress is above a finite value. We observe that in this case, after a spreading8

phase, the motion stops and a well-defined contact angle can be measured. This contact angle9

depends on the rheological properties of the fluid and in particular on its yield stress, on the drop10

radius and on the hydrodynamic boundary condition at the surface. These results are quantitatively11

compared to an analysis showing that, due to the yield stress of the fluid, a mechanical equilibrium12

is indeed reached which does not correspond to the thermodynamical equilibrium.13

I. INTRODUCTION14

When a drop of a Newtonian liquid is gently deposited on a smooth substrate, it can spread totally or partially,15

depending on the nature of the materials (the solid surface, the surrounding gas, the spreading liquid). During the16

spreading, a so-called contact line is established at the limit of the three phases (here gas, liquid and substrate) and17

an equilibrium contact angle θe is reached. θe satisfies both the minimization of the energy of the system and the force18

balance at the contact line [1]. In the case of a partial spreading on an ideal surface, θe is given by Young-Dupré’s law:19

cos θe = (Γsg − Γsl)/Γ, where Γsg, Γsl and Γ are the interfacial tensions of the solid/gas, solid/liquid and liquid/gas20

interfaces, respectively. A dynamic regime precedes equilibrium, during which the contact angle θ decreases and21

the contact radius R of the drop on the surface increases with time. These dynamics have been extensively studied22

[2–6], and the main difficulty has been to model the singularity at the moving contact line, where viscous dissipation23

diverges. The introduction of a cut-off length and the small-angle and small capillary number approximation lead to24

the well-established Cox-Voinov law, first derived by Tanner [7], that links the contact line velocity with the dynamic25

contact angle. However, this commonly accepted description is put into question in the case of complex surfaces26

[8–10], or complex fluids as investigated here.27

Different types of complex fluids can be considered. On the one hand, some non-Newtonian fluids flow like liquids28

whose viscosity depends on the applied shear rate: a decreasing (resp. increasing) viscosity with the shear rate29

corresponds to a shear-thinning (resp. shear-thickening) behavior. Spreading dynamics of such shear-thinning systems30

has been studied theoretically [11] and experimentally [12] and deviates slightly from what is observed for Newtonian31

liquids. The rheology of the fluid modifies the spreading dynamics, as expected, but not the equilibrium state, which32

still satisfies surface energy minimization and Young-Dupré’s law. On the other hand, fluids with more complex33

mechanical responses such as foams, concentrated emulsions, polymer microgels, colloidal suspensions and wet granular34

materials can be encountered. These materials, called yield-stress fluid (YSF), behave like an elastic solid below a35

critical stress referred to as the yield stress, and above it, they flow like a liquid. This complex behavior that is both36

liquid and solid is important for many applications in various industries (food, cosmetics, building) [13, 14]. More37

specifically, many processes such as 3D printing, coating or imbibition involve YSFs in contact with surfaces and thus38

motivate the study of their wetting properties.39

In the last decade, studies have examined interfacial properties of YSFs in some situations such as drop formation40

[15], drop impact [16–18], dip-coating [19–22], capillary adhesion [23, 24] and capillary rise [25]. They highlighted41

the role of the non-relaxed internal stresses in YSF, leading for example to deviations from the classical Jurin’s law42

in capillary rise [25] or making the measurement of their surface tension difficult [19, 24]. But none have considered43

the spreading of a YSF drop on a solid surface despite the importance of this case both conceptually and practically.44

Here we investigate the spreading of a drop made from a YSF on a solid surface and we focus on the influence of45

the yield stress on the final state, i.e., on the shape of the final drop and on the final contact angle. In particular we46

address the following question: Does the classical Young-Dupré’s law still hold? If not, is it possible to predict it?47

First, we describe our experimental procedures for monitoring the spreading of drops made of YSF. Then we48

present our experimental results on the final contact angle observed as a function of the yield stress, which we49
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compare quantitatively to analytical calculations. Finally, a phase diagram showing the different outcomes on the50

interactions of a YSF drop with a surface is proposed.51

FIG. 1. a) Experimental setup. b) Schematic and notation of a spreading drop: θ the contact angle, R the radius, ξ the height
of the drop and zy the thickness of the sheared zone inside the drop. c) Pictures of drops of various YSFs after spreading on
rough surface: (I) Carbopol gel (ETD at 0.3%) with a yield stress σy = 6 Pa, (II) and (III) Carbopol gel (ETD at 2%) with
σy = 35 Pa, (IV) Carbopol gel (U10 at 0.5%) with σy = 85 Pa. Fits of the drop shape assuming a spherical cap of a same
volume as the drop, are plotted in red. Scale bar corresponds to 1 mm.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS52

Drops made of various fluids are formed at the edge of a pipette tip. Carbopol gels (ETD2050 and U10 from53

Lubrizol), which are dense suspensions of microgels made of cross-linked polyacrylic acid in water, have been used as54

model YSF. Different concentrations have been considered to achieve different rheological properties, as reported in55

Tab. I. These rheological properties (yield stress σy and elastic modulus G′) are measured with a rheometer (Anton56

Paar Physica MCR 301) in a parallel plate geometry (see Supplemental Material at URL for details on rheological57

measurements). Yield stresses vary between 0 and 75 Pa. The fluid/gas interfacial tension Γ is measured using a58

home-made set-up [24], and is around 60 mN/m, for all the fluids considered. Suspensions of non-crosslinked linear59

polyacrylic acid (PAA) (from PolySciences), which has no yield stress but similar surfaces properties to Carbopol,60

have been used for comparison. In the following, Carbopol gels will refer to YSF and PAA suspension will refer to61

fluid without yield stress.62

Drops of different initial radii (R0 = 0.5−2 mm) are gently deposited, with a velocity below 1 mm/s, on a hydrophilic63

microscope glass slide (from VWR) that is cleaned with an ozone plasma (see Supplemental Material at URL for64

cleaning procedure). To get smooth substrates, the microscope glass slides are used as received, while for rough ones,65

the slides are sandblasted. The measured roughness of the substrate is ∼ 20µm, always larger than the microstructure66

of the YSF used, ensuring a no-slip boundary condition at the solid interface [26]. As shown in Fig. 1a), the experiments67

are performed in a sealed box saturated with water vapor to avoid evaporation of the drop. The sealed box is placed68

in a clean room environment to avoid dust deposits on the microscope glass slides during their transfer from the69

plasma cleaner to the box.70

When the drop touches the substrate, it initially spreads. After a few minutes, the motion stops, which indicates71

that a final state is reached. A side-view picture is taken with a camera (Nikon d700 with a Navitar Zoom 6000 Lens).72

As shown in Fig. 1c), different non-regular drop profiles are observed, depending mainly on the yield-stress value and73

on the drop radius. From these profiles, we extract the final radius (Rf ) and final contact angles at the right and left74

edges of the drop (θr, θl), which are both defined as the greatest slope of the profile ξ(r) on the right (respectively75

left) side of the drop (see Supplemental Material at URL for the characterisation of contact angles). This extraction76

is made with a home-made Python code, very similar to ImageJ’s Drop Shape Analysis plugin [27]. The accuracy77

on the angle is 5o and 1% for the radius. For symmetric shapes as the ones shown in Fig. 1c) (drops I and II), the78

final contact angle (θf ) is defined as the average over θl and θr. When the observed shape is clearly asymmetric,79

characterized by a difference of left and right angles larger than 10%, such as the one shown in Fig. 1c) (drop IV),80

the final contact angle θf is not measured and not compared to the model, which assumes a cylindrical symmetry.81
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TABLE I. Properties of the complex fluids: type (two Carbopols and one suspension of PAA), weight concentration c, yield
stress σy, elastic modulus G′ and surface tension Γ.

Type c (% wt.) σy (Pa) G′ (Pa) Γ (mN/m)
Carbopol 3 74 ± 4 206 ± 3 55∗a

ETD2050 2 35 ± 2 97 ± 1 55 ±10
1 19.0 ± 1 75 ± 1 58 ±5

0.3 6.2 ± 0.4 34 ± 0.5 63±3
0.03 ≤1 6.2 ± 0.5 63±2

Carbopol 0.25 29 ± 2 170 ± 1 55 ± 5
U10 0.2 18 ± 2 140 ± 1 55∗

0.15 4.9 ± 0.2 53.0 ± 0.5 55∗

PAA 2 0 0 60 ± 3

a ∗ corresponds to values of surface tension that have not been measured in [24] (see Supplemental Material at URL for more details).

Variations of the final contact angles θf as a function of the final radii Rf are reported in Fig. 2a) for the various82

complex fluids used, and for smooth and rough substrates. On the contrary to what is observed with Newtonian83

fluids and to what is expected from the classical thermodynamic description, the final contact angle obtained with the84

YSFs (Carbopol ETD and U10) depends on the drop size; it increases with Rf . As a comparison, we also plot θf as a85

function of Rf for a PAA suspension, which has no yield stress (see green circles, same figure). As expected for such86

a system, the final contact angle is almost constant with respect to the drop radius. It is also almost constant with87

the roughness of the substrate. The second important result is that the final contact angle measured with Carbopol88

(U10) depends on the substrate roughness (see red squares in Fig. 2a)): rough substrates result in contact angles θf89

larger of at least 20◦ for this YSF. Such dependence of the contact angle with the substrate roughness observed with90

YSF and more importantly the fact that final contact angles are larger on rough substrates than on smooth ones is91

opposited to the behavior of Newtonian fluids. Indeed for θe < 90◦, the contact angle measured with Newtonian fluids92

on a rough substrate is smaller than the one measured on a smooth substrate due to the gain in surface energy, as93

described by Wenzel’s law [28]. Finally, the last important result is the increase of the final contact angle with the94

yield stress of the fluids, as reported in Fig. 2b), for a given drop size spreading on a rough substrate.95

FIG. 2. a) Final contact angle θf versus the final radius Rf for three fluids defined in Table I: Carbopol gel (ETD at 2%)
with a yield stress σy = 35 Pa (blue diamonds), Carbopol gel (U10 at 0.25%) with a yield stress σy = 29 Pa (red squares) and
PAA suspension (at 2%) with no yield stress (green circles), on smooth (open symbols) and rough substrates (plain symbols).
b) Final contact angle θf measured with YSFs on rough substrates as a function of the yield stress σy for a given radius,
Rf = 1.5 ± 0.2 mm.
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III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION96

A. Dynamic of spreading97

Measurements of final contact angle show that the spreading ability of YSFs does not depend only on thermody-98

namical parameters such as interfacial tensions but also on rheological properties. Therefore dynamical effects have to99

be considered. We then model the spreading dynamics of a YSF on a solid surface. The flow properties of YSFs are100

classically described by the empirical Herschel-Bulkley (HB) law: γ̇ = 0 if σ ≤ σy, and σ = σy +Kγ̇n if σ > σy, with101

σ the applied shear stress, γ̇ the shear rate, K the consistency and n the so-called HB exponent. We then describe102

the flow profile in the spreading drop, the drop being characterized by its radial height ξ(r). We note R the contact103

radius of the drop and V the velocity of the contact line, V = dR/dt. Notations are defined in Fig. 1b).104

FIG. 3. (cos θe − cos θf ) with θe = 10◦ as a function of Bc = Rfσy/Γ for two YSFs with various concentrations given in Table
I: Carbopol gel (ETD) (blue diamonds) and Carbopol gel (U10) (red squares), on smooth (open symbols) and rough substrates
(plain symbols). Plain line corresponds to the numerical resolution assuming a no-slip boundary condition, black dotted line
and red dashed line correspond to the analytical asymptotic limit, assuming a no-slip boundary condition (Eq. 3) and a partial
slip boundary condition (Eq. 4 with Vs = 0.66V ), respectively. A fitting numerical prefactor of 0.50 ± 0.03 is obtained in both
cases. Each data point corresponds to an average over experimental points in a range of 0.1 for the abscissa.

Following the derivations for Newtonian fluids spreading on an hydrophilic surface [2], we assume that (i) the drops105

are sufficiently small to neglect gravity, (ii) the dynamical contact angle is small so that the lubrication approximation106

is satisfied and (iii) inertia is negligible so that the drop has a quasi-static equilibrium shape. The last two assumptions107

are relevant as soon as the dynamic contact angle is smaller than 30◦ [2] and the time after the contact is larger than108

a few milliseconds [5, 6], respectively.109

To determine the spreading dynamics, we first write a momentum balance equation that links the velocity profile110

within the drop and the pressure gradient. Then, by volume conservation, the pressure gradient is linked to the111

velocity of the contact line, V . Finally, balancing the work done by the capillary force with the viscous dissipation112

allows us to close the problem.113

More precisely, momentum balance links the shear stress σ at a position (r, z) within the drop to the radial pressure114

gradient A(r) as: σ(r, z) = A(r) · (ξ(r)− z). Here we assume a free interface. Using the HB law, the relation between115

the shear rate and the radial velocity γ̇ = ∂vr/∂z and assuming a no slip boundary condition, we calculate the velocity116
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profile within the drop that reads:117 
vr(z) =

n
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(1)118

Two distinct zones are identified: a sheared zone near the substrate up to an altitude of zy(r) = ξ(r)− σy/A(r), and119

a non-sheared zone above that. If ξ(r)A(r) ≤ σy then zy(r) = 0 and the drop stops.120

Using Eq. 1, we then apply the flow rate conservation
∫ ξ
0

2πrv(r, z)dz = Q(r) and numerically determine the121

pressure gradient A(r), assuming a spherical cap for the shape of the drop. Finally, a balance between the capillary122

and viscous forces allows one to predict the full spreading dynamics. Specifically, the power of the driving capillary123

force reads Pcap = 2πRΓ(cos θe − cos θ)V whereas the viscous dissipated power in the drop is:124

Pdiss = 2π

∫ R

0

∫ ξ

a

rσγ̇ dz dr (2)125

where a is a cut-off length introduced to regularize the contact line singularity. For Carbopol gels, which are a dense126

suspension of polymer microgels, we can assume that this cut-off length a is set by the microstructure, i.e. the size of127

a microgel (∼ 1µm). Note that both powers (Pdiss, Pcap) depend implicitly on time via the geometrical parameters128

(R, θ, ξ) which are also time-dependent. Following the methodology of Tanner [7], we assume that the dominant129

part of the viscous dissipation takes place in the corner near the contact line, in r = R, simplifying the problem130

as a 2D one on a contour length 2πR (see appendix A for details). Taking this assumption, the resulting balance131

Pcap(V, t) = Pdiss(V, t) is solved numerically at each time step that allows to determine V (t). The spreading is then132

assumed to stop when this balance has no solution any more or when zy = a. The first condition corresponds to133

vanishing spreading velocity and the second corresponds to the situation where the sheared zone has reached the size134

of a polymer microgel. From this, we can then determine θf and Rf as a function of the input parameters, such as135

θe,Γ, σy, and the initial volume of the droplet. Results of cos θe − cos θf as a function of Rfσy/Γ are reported in136

Fig. 3.137

B. End of the spreading138

To get more physical insights, we consider the asymptotic limit near the final state. When the motion is about139

to stop, the stress contributing to the dissipation, i.e. in the part of the liquid that is flowing, is dominated by the140

yield stress, so that the stress σ in Eq. 2 can be approximated by σy. Moreover, in the corner region considered here,141

we can show that
∫ ξ
a
γ̇ dz = V (see Appendix A). This implies that the viscous dissipation can be approximated by142

Pdiss ∼ σyV πR
2. When balanced with the power done by the capillary forces near the final state, i.e. θ = θf , the143

final contact angle can be derived as:144

cos θe − cos θf ∼
σyRf

Γ
. (3)145

The characteristic dimensionless number Bc = σyRf/Γ that compares the yield stress and the capillary pressure,146

known as the Bingham capillary number [29], is then introduced. Eq. 3 predicts that the larger the yield stress and147

the drop radius, the larger the final contact angle, as observed experimentally in Fig. 2. In the limit of large Bc, the148

final contact angle θf is not defined and the approximations of the model should be revisited, as discussed later.149

To test the prediction of the scaling law (Eq. 3), we plot (cos θe − cos θf ) obtained experimentally and numerically150

as a function of Bc = σyRf/Γ, in Fig. 3. The value of the equilibrium contact angle θe is here set to 10◦ which is the151

angle measured with the samples exhibiting no yield stress. For small Bingham capillary number (Bc ≤ 1), we find152

a very good agreement between the scaling law (Eq. 3), the experimental data measured on rough surfaces, and the153

numerical calculations assuming a no-slip boundary condition. A numerical prefactor of the order of one (0.50± 0.03)154

is obtained when fitting the data with Eq. 3 (slope of the black dotted line in Fig. 3). We also see that the final155

contact angles measured with Carbopol gel (ETD) on smooth surfaces (open blue diamonds) are well described by the156

numerical resolution and the asymptotic limit (Eq. 3) suggesting that a no-slip boundary condition is also satisfied for157

these experiments. This is not the case for the measurements performed with Carbopol gel (U10); the final contact158

angles measured on smooth surfaces (open red squares) are much smaller than the ones measured with rough surfaces159
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the spreading regimes in the (Rf − σy) phase diagram for all YSFs. The dashed line corresponds to the
frontier Rfσy = Γ. The color scale corresponds to the deviation δ of the final drop shape from a spherical cap as defined in the
text (Eq. 5). Roman numbers correspond to the position in this phase diagram of the four pictures from the Fig 1c).

(plain red squares). We attribute this behavior to the existence of a slip at the wall, observed in different situations160

but with similar (YSF, smooth substrate) couples [26]. In order to take this new boundary condition into account,161

we introduce in our model a slip velocity at the solid wall, denoted Vs. Here, we assume a partial slip boundary162

condition, i.e., Vs < V . Friction laws reported with YSFs [14, 26, 30, 31] show that the slip velocity Vs essentially163

depends on the stress at the wall σwall = σ(r, z = a), which a priori depends on the radial position r. However, at164

the end of the spreading, the stress at the wall tends toward the yield stress σy so that, in the corner, V − Vs can be165

considered constant in Eq. 2. The dissipative power then scales as Pdiss ∼ πR2σy(V − Vs) and the balance of powers166

leads to the following relation:167

cos θe − cos θf ∼
(

1− Vs
V

)
σyRf

Γ
. (4)168

where Vs/V corresponds to the the fraction of slippage in the limit of small velocities. Using this new relation (Eq. 4),169

a very good agreement is found between the measurements made on smooth surfaces (red open squares in Fig. 3)170

and the scaling law assuming Vs/V = 0.66 (red dashed line in Fig. 3). Finally the ability of YSFs to slip depends171

on the microscopic properties of the couple (YSF, substrate), for example on the microgel size and elasticity and172

on the substrate roughness. In particular, it has been shown [26] that for a given wall stress and fluid yield stress,173

Carbopol gel (U10) exhibits slip velocities on smooth surfaces much larger than Carbopol gel (ETD). This explains174

the difference of spreading behavior measured on smooth surfaces.175

IV. DISCUSSION176

A crucial outcome from this analysis is that the final contact angle is determined by both the Bingham capillary177

number Bc and the hydrodynamic boundary conditions at the solid surface. Our analysis is however valid only under178

three main assumptions we want to discuss here (i) the drop has the shape of a spherical cap (ii) viscous dissipation179

takes place predominantly near the contact line (iii) gravity is negligible.180
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The first main assumption of our analysis is that the shape of the drop is a spherical cap. To test the validity range181

of this assumption, we fit the drop shapes with a spherical cap of a same volume, as shown in Fig. 1c). To quantify182

the deviation from the spherical shape, we define the quantity δ as:183

δ =
1

Rf

√∫ π

0

(ρsc(α)− ρ(α))
2

dα, (5)184

taking polar coordinates in the picture plane (angle α, radius ρ and the origin is taken in the center of the drop in the185

plane of the substrate). ρ and ρsc correspond to the drop and spherical cap profiles respectively. We then report in186

Fig. 4 a phase diagram of all experiments performed as a function of the final radius Rf and the yield stress σy. The187

color-map corresponds to the value of δ. Pictures of drop profiles (noted I-IV in Fig. 1) are also reported on Fig. 4.188

One can observe that at large final radius Rf or large yield stress σy, δ is significant so that the deviations from the189

spherical shape cannot be ignored. A frontier between the spherical and non-spherical regimes can be determined,190

by comparing the Laplace pressure inside the drop which tends to make it spherical to the yield stress which tends to191

freeze its shape. This balance reads Bc = 1 which is plotted in Fig. 4 (see dashed line). This curve indeed properly192

delimits the two regions of spherical and non-spherical drops observed experimentally and δ correctly quantifies the193

deviation from sphericity. Our full analysis is then valid provided that the Bingham capillary number satisfies Bc ≤ 1.194

Outside this limit, the history of drop formation and shape has to be considered. In case of conserved sphericity,195

note that this limit Bc ≤ 1 corresponds also to regimes where the final contact angle is larger than 1, and then where196

lubrication approximation fails.197

The second main assumption is that viscous dissipation is mainly located near the contact line. Similarly to what is198

observed for Newtonian fluids, we can indeed estimate that near the contact line, the dissipated power integrated over199

the thickness of the droplet ξ is diverging. In our complex situation, the liquid is sheared only on a height zy � ξ,200

and the dissipated power p per unit length at the contact line then reads, combining Eq. 2 and the complex fluid201

constitutive law: p ∼ zyK(V/zy)n+1. Near the contact line, the height of the droplet tends to zero, so is the sheared202

zone zy, and consequently the dissipation tends to infinity. As classically done for Newtonian fluids, this non-physical203

divergence is regularized by introducing the microscopic cut-off length a as detailed before. This assumption is then204

always valid.205

The last assumption of our analysis is that gravity is neglected with respect to surface tension. This has been more206

classically analyzed [1] and is governed by the so-called Bond number which reads Bo = ρgR2
f/2Γ. The criterion207

Bo < 1 is always satisfied in our experiments. In a more general prospect, two dimensionless numbers govern the208

possible motion of a yield-stress fluid drop. The Bingham capillary number Bc that compares yield stress and capillary209

stress and Bg = σy/ρgh that compares yield stress and gravity stress and that we call Bingham gravity number in the210

following. Here h stands for the height of the drop which depends both on the drop size R and on the contact angle211

θ. To simplify its expression, we can identify h to the initial radius of the drop R0 and compare both numbers Bc212

and Bg at the beginning of the spreading. In the limit of small (respectively large) drop size, the Bingham capillary213

number Bc (respectively Bingham gravity number Bg) is smaller than 1 and the motion is induced by capillary stresses214

(respectively gravity stresses). Moreover, for sufficiently large yield stresses (σy >
√

Γρg ∼ 25Pa), there is a range215

of drop sizes, Γ/σy < R0 < σy/ρg, for which motion is impossible. In our experiments, the range of drop radii and216

heights explored is such as the Bond number is smaller than 1 and the Bingham gravity number is larger than 1. This217

implies that the spreading of the drop, if it exists, is solely due to capillary forces.218

Finally a last point interesting to discuss is the possible role of the elasticity on the spreading of YSF drop.219

Depending on the solicitation, a YSF can indeed behave as a visco-plastic fluid or an elastic solid. At the beginning220

of the spreading, the capillary stress is so high compared to the yield stress that the YSF flows like a liquid [14]. But221

as the spreading goes on, the capillary stress decreases until reaching the yield stress that leads to the drop arrest.222

At the end of the spreading, most of the drop behaves like a solid under stress. It is then possible to estimate the223

stored elastic energy in the solid part of the drop and to compare it to the capillary energy (see Appendix B for more224

details). Quantitative comparison shows that for Bingham-capillary number Bc < 1, and for YSFs with σy/G
′ < 1,225

elasticity plays a negligible role. The spreading of a YSF drop allows then to explore mainly its visco-plastic behavior.226

V. CONCLUSION227

We measure and model the spreading of drops made of YSFs deposited on a wetting solid surface, induced by228

capillary forces. We observe that after a few minutes, the motion stops and the shape of the drop is frozen. If the229

Bingham capillary number of the experiment is smaller than 1, the drop takes the shape of a spherical cap. In this230

limit, the spreading motion stops at a well defined radius and contact angle. We show that the final contact angle does231

not depend only on the thermodynamical parameters such as interfacial energies but also on the dynamic parameters232
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such as the drop radius, the YSF flow properties and the hydrodynamic boundary condition. With a full analysis233

of the flow profile in the drop, we predict the contact angle of the arrested state, which corresponds very well to234

experimental observations. Using a quantitative asymptotic analysis, we show that the final contact angle is directly235

set by the Bingham capillary number and the hydrodynamic boundary conditions. This macroscopic dynamic arrest236

then depends on the history of the drop spreading. Here several questions arise concerning the appearance of contact237

angle hysteresis [32], the effect of the impact velocity on the spreading [16], or the existence of a precursor film at the238

molecular level [33].239
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Appendix A: Modelisation244

In this section, we detail the calculations of the spreading dynamics of the drop until the dynamical arrest is reached245

and we detail the two asymptotic limits: the beginning and the end of the spreading.246

1. General approach and main assumptions247

As mentioned previously, the fluid rheology is assumed to be described by the HB law:248 {
γ̇ = 0 if σ ≤ σy
σ = σy +Kγ̇n if σ > σy

(A1)249

where σy is the yield stress, K the consistency and n the HB exponent. The geometry of the spreading drop is assumed250

to be a spherical cap so it is axisymmetric as drawn in Fig. 1b). We also assume that the spreading dynamics and251

the dynamical arrest are set by a balance between the capillary force and the viscous dissipation. The power injected252

by the driving capillary force writes Pcap = 2πRΓ(cos θe − cos θ)V , and the power dissipated by viscosity is given by253

Pdiss = 2π
∫ R
0

∫ ξ
a
rσγ̇ dzdr where ξ(r) is the height of the drop and a is a cut-off length that we introduce in order254

to regularize the divergence of the viscous dissipation at the contact line. In the case of YSFs, the cut-off length is255

set by the microstructure composing the complex fluids. Here, for Carbopol gels, we assume that the cut-off length256

is given by the size of a polymer microgel, typically of the order of 1µm. Balancing the two powers results in:257

(cos θe − cos θ)V ΓR =

∫ R

0

∫ ξ

a

rσγ̇ drdz (A2)258

To calculate the viscous power, it is necessary to determine the shear stress and the velocity everywhere inside the259

drop during its spreading. The stress results from the momentum balance, and in the lubrication approximation, it260

reads:261

σ(r, z) = A(r)(ξ(r)− z) (A3)262

where A is the pressure gradient created by the capillary forces, and ξ is the liquid-air interface position as shown263

in Fig. 1b). The stress is maximum at the wall and decreases down to zero at the air-liquid interface. From the264

knowledge of the stress (Eq. A3) and using the HB law (Eq. A1), we can obtain the shear rate everywhere inside the265

drop:266 γ̇(z) =

(
σ(z)− σy

K

)1/n

=

(
A

K

)1/n

(zy − z)1/n for 0 ≤ z ≤ zy

σ(z) ≤ σy and γ̇ = 0 for z ≥ zy
(A4)267

where zy is the vertical position inside the drop where the shear stress is equal to the yield stress. By definition,268

σ(zy) = σy and zy verifies:269

zy(r) = ξ(r)− σy
A(r)

(A5)270
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Note that the height of the drop ξ and the pressure gradient A depend both on the radial position r so that zy is also271

a function of r, making the calculation of the dissipative power more difficult than for a Newtonian fluid. Finally,272

zy delineates two regions inside the drop: a liquid-like region near the wall and a solid-like region above it. Indeed,273

for z < zy, γ̇ > 0 and the YSF is sheared and for z > zy, γ̇ = 0, the YSF is not sheared and it flows like a plug, as274

expected for YSFs [14].275

We can now integrate the shear rate (Eq. A4) with respect to z and obtain the velocity profile inside the drop:276 
vr(z) =

n

n+ 1

(
A

K

) 1
n

z
1
n+1
y

(
1−

(
1− z

zy

) 1
n+1

)
for 0 ≤ z ≤ zy

vr(z) =
n

n+ 1

(
A

K

) 1
n

z
1
n+1
y for z ≥ zy

(A6)277

Here we assume a no-slip boundary condition at the solid surface. Such boundary condition is indeed valid for YSF278

flowing on rough surfaces [14]. From the knowledge of the velocity profile, we can also calculate the mean velocity279

which depends on the radial position r such as:280

Vm(r) =
1

ξ(r)

∫ ξ(r)

0

vr(z) dz (A7)281

In particular, near the contact line, we have limr→R Vm(r) = V .282

To solve the spreading dynamics and find R(t), it is necessary first to determine the pressure gradient A(r) by using283

the mass conservation and then to integrate it in the balance of the powers. This has to be done numerically (see284

Supplemental Material at URL for details on the numerical resolution). Finally, the link between the angle θ(t) and285

R(t) is given by the conservation of the drop volume, assuming a spherical-cap shape.286

2. Asymptotic limits287

Two asymptotic limits can be solved analytically: 1- the beginning of the spreading characterised by high shear288

rates and dominated by the viscous properties of the YSF and 2- the end of the spreading characterised by small shear289

rates and dominated by the plasticity of the YSF. High or low shear rates are defined with respect to γ̇∗ = (σy/K)1/n290

for which the two terms of the HB law are equal: σy = Kγ̇n.291

At the beginning of the spreading, the shear rate is large compared to γ̇∗ such as the yield stress σy can be neglected292

with respect to the viscous stress Kγ̇n in Eq. A1. So the YSF can be considered as a shear-thinning system without293

yield stress. The entire problem can be solved analytically and the spreading dynamics follows: R(t) ∝ tp with294

p = n/(3n+ 7), known as the Starov’s law [11].295

At the end of the spreading, the shear rate is small compared to γ̇∗ such as the viscous stress Kγ̇n can be neglected296

with respect to the yield stress σy. The stress inside the drop is then dominated by the yield stress. Consequently, the297

power associated to the viscous dissipation can be approximated to: Pdiss = 2π
∫ R
0

∫ ξ
a
rσγ̇ dzdr ' 2πσy

∫ R
0
r
∫ ξ
a
γ̇ dzdr,298

where
∫ ξ
a
γ̇ dz = v(ξ)− v(a) corresponds to the difference of velocities between the top and the bottom of the drop.299

Note that v(ξ) = v(zy) due the existence of the unsheared region above zy, so that
∫ ξ
a
γ̇ dz = v(zy)− v(a) .300

For YSFs, two boundary conditions (BC) can be encountered: no-slip or partial-slip BCs [14, 30]. In the case of a301

no-slip BC, v(a) = 0 and the dissipative power writes Pdiss ' 2πσy
∫ R
0
rv(zy(r)) dr.302

To go one step further, we assume, as it is done for Newtonian liquids when deriving the Tanner’s law [7], that the303

viscous dissipation dominates in the corner of the drop near the contact line, where regularization is required to avoid304

divergence of the viscous stress. Using Eq. A7 near the contact line, we can show that the velocity inside the drop305

and the spreading velocity V are linked by:306

lim
r→R

1

ξ(r)

∫ ξ(r)

0

vr(z) dz = V (A8)307

The integral over the velocity on the left hand side of Eq. A8 can be calculated knowing the velocity profile inside308

the drop (Eq. A6):
∫ ξ(r)
0

vr(z) dz = (ξ − zy)v(zy) +
∫ zy
0
v(z) dz. In the asymptotic limit, the sheared region vanishes309

and becomes negligible compared to the height of the drop, i.e., zy << ξ. This implies that lim
σ→σy

v(zy) = V near the310

contact line. The integral over the radial position in the dissipative power,
∫ R
0
rv(zy(r)) dr can be then simplified311
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and approximated to a term proportional to V R2. The dissipative power then reads:312

Pdiss ' bσyR2V (A9)313

where b is a dimensionless constant that takes into account the complexity of the calculation of the integral over the314

geometry of a spherical cap. The balance of the capillary power and the dissipative power at the end of the spreading315

leads then to:316

cos θe − cos θf ' c
σyRf

Γ
(A10)317

where c = b/(2π) is also a dimensionless constant. This asymptotic limit predicts that the distance to the equilibrium318

(cos θe−cos θf ) increases linearly with the Bingham capillary number Bc = (σyRf )/Γ. This prediction is in very good319

agreement with what is found experimentally (see Fig. 3). The fit with Eq. A10 of the data, obtained with YSFs320

spreading on rough surfaces for which no-slip BC is expected leads to c = 0.5 (black dotted line in Fig. 3).321

In the case of a partial-slip BC, the velocity v(a) is non zero. By definition of the cut-off length a, it corresponds322

to the velocity of the first layer of polymer microgel and corresponds to the slip velocity Vs which is measured323

experimentally [26, 30]. Measurements of slip velocity Vs showed that it depends essentially on the stress at the wall324

σwall, Vs(σwall) [14]. The dissipative power is then:325

Pdiss ' 2πσy

∫ R

0

r(v(zy)− Vs(σwall)) dr (A11)326

According to Eq. A3, stress at the wall has the following expression σwall = A(r)ζ(r) and a priori depends on the327

radial position r. However, at the end of the spreading, the wall stress tends to the yield stress value and becomes328

almost independent of r, as shown in Fig. 5. In the asymptotic limit, we can then consider that: σwall ' σy simplifying329

the calculation of the dissipative power (Eq. A11).330

FIG. 5. Stress at the wall σ(z = 0)/σy as a function of the radial position for three velocities: 10−1 (blue), 10−3 (orange) and

10−5 (green). The velocity here is dimensionless, divided by R0(K/σy)1/n. As the velocity decreases, the wall stress tends to
the yield stress. The data are calculated numerically (see Supplemental Material at URL for more details on the numerical
resolution).

331

332

Finally, as previously done, we assume that the whole dissipation inside the moving drop is dominated by the dissi-333

pation inside the corner near the contact line. Using this assumption, we can show that limσ→σy
(v(zy)−Vs(σwall)) =334

V − Vs. By definition of the dissipative power, Vs < V which corresponds to a partial slip boundary condition.335

Following the same derivation as in the case of a no-slip BC, we find that:336

Pdiss ' bσyR2
f (V − Vs) (A12)337

The balance of powers then leads to:338

cos θe − cos θf = c

(
1− Vs

V

)
σyRf

Γ
(A13)339
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where c is the dimensionless constant defined in Eq. A10 and Vs/V is the fraction of slip at the end of the spreading.340

This asymptotic limit is plotted in Fig. 3 (see red dotted line with c = 0.5). By imposing Vs/V = 0.66, this asymptotic341

limit describes well the experimental data obtained with Carbopol gels (U10) flowing over smooth surfaces (red open342

squares) for which a partial slip BC is expected. Concerning the slip velocity, note that we consider a partial slip343

boundary condition, Vs/V < 1, which implies that the slip velocity vanishes when V tends to 0, i.e., when the344

spreading stops.345

Appendix B: Role of the elasticity?346

We discuss here the possible role of the elasticity (G′) on the spreading of YSF drops. Therefore, we first estimate347

the elastic energy stored in the arrested drop and compare it to the capillary energy. Second, we show measurements348

of final contact angles performed with Carbopol gels of same yield stress σy and different elastic modulus G′.349

1. Stored elastic energy350

Following the derivation of the velocity profile inside the drop, we show that the drop is composed by a sheared351

region close to the wall and a non-sheared region for z > zy (see Eq. A6). This non-sheared region behaves like a solid352

under stress (σ(zy) = σy), which stores elastic energy. At the end of the spreading, the non-sheared region invades the353

drop and the stored elastic energy is maximum. Assuming a linear elastic response, if we note ε the local deformation,354

the elastic energy density is σ = G′ε. Balancing it with the local stress (to replace the value of ε = σ/G′) and after355

integration, we can estimate the maximum stored elastic energy:356

Eelastic =
1

6

σ2
y

G′
V (B1)357

where V is the volume of the drop. This energy has to be compared to the capillary energy that is bounded by:358

Ecapillary = πΓR2
f (B2)359

Assuming a spherical cap shape, we can show that:360

Eelastic

Ecapillary
=

1

18
Bc

σy
G′

f(θf ) (B3)361

where f depends on the contact angle:362

f(θ) = (1− cos θ)2(2 + cos θ)/ sin3 θ (B4)363

and ranges from 0.2 to 1.2 for 10◦ < θ < 70◦.364

This estimation shows that elasticity plays a even smaller role as Bc and σy/G
′ are small compared to one.365

For typical data as the one shown in Fig. 1c) (picture II) with Carbopol EDT at 2% (σy = 35 Pa, G′ = 97 Pa ), a366

final radius of Rf = 1 mm, a final contact angle θf = 45◦, we find that Eelastic/Ecapillary ∼ 1% which suggests that367

the stored elastic energy is negligible in the spreading.368

2. Influence of the shear elastic modulus ?369

In order to investigate the role of the elastic modulus on the spreading of YSF, we also performed experiments370

with YSF of similar yield stress values and different elastic modulii. More precisely, we used two carbopol gels (ETD371

2050 at 1% and U10 at 0.2%) whose yield stresses are σy = 18 and 19 Pa respectively and whose elastic moduli are372

G′ = 75 and 140 Pa. Although the elastic moduli differ by a factor 2, the final contact angles are identical as shown373

on Fig.6 (see blue and red data). These results confirm that the elasticity (G′) has a negligible influence compared to374

the plasticity (σy) on the spreading of YSF drop.375376
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FIG. 6. Final contact angles measured with three different Carbopol gels as a a function of the final radius. Blue and red
data have been obtained with YSF of similar σy but different G′. Blue and green data have been obtained with YSF of similar
G′ but different σy.
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